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Lecture 1:  What is the information paradox ?

Lecture 2:  Making black holes in string theory : fuzzballs

Lecture 3: Dynamical questions about black holes

Lecture 4:  Applying lessons to Cosmology, open questions



The Hawking ‘theorem’ :  If

(a) All quantum gravity effects are confined to within a given 
distance like planck length or string length

(b) The vacuum is unique

Then there WILL be information loss

Two basic points: 

String theory: Bound states of quanta in string theory have a ‘large’ size

This size grows with the number of branes in the bound state,
making the state a ‘horizon sized quantum fuzzball’
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What exactly is the black hole information paradox?

(arXiv 0803.2030)

Lecture 1



Hawking radiation

The information problem: a first pass



Large distance
(much bigger than planck length)

How can the Hawking radiation carry 
the information of the initial matter ?

If the radiation does not carry the information,
then the final state cannot be determined from the initial 
state, and there is no Schrodinger type evolution equation 
for the whole system. 

So we lose quantum theory ... 



We would like the information to come out of the 
hole in the details of the Hawking radiation ... 

This would save us from having to contemplate 
more complicated solutions of the puzzle 
(remnants, wormholes, baby Universes, 
modifications of quantum mechanics ...)

Is it possible for this to happen ?



The central issue

When a piece of coal burns away,  a large number of photons
are produced.

The information of the coal is hidden in ‘delicate correlations’ 
between these photons’

Can this happen in a black hole ?



Hawking’s computation:  semiclassical
(gravity classical, matter quantum)

Get no correlations among radiation quanta

What if we use quantum gravity ?

Quantum gravity effects will be small

But we need ‘subtle correlations’, so maybe the delicate effects of 
quantum gravity will generate just the needed correlations ?

This is incorrect !!

The effects of quantum gravity have to change the 
state of the radiation by order unity ....



Basic point:

SUBTLE correlations can carry information, as in the case of the 
burning coal

But this CANNOT be achieved by SMALL corrections to the 
Hawking emission process

We need an ORDER UNITY change in the evolution
of field modes at the horizon



Plan of the talk

(A) Particle creation in curved space, black holes

(B) Entangled nature of the produced pairs

(C) The essential problem created by this entanglement

(D) Formulating Hawking’s argument as a ‘theorem’

(a) All quantum gravity effects are confined to within a given 
distance like planck length or string length

(b) The vacuum is unique

Then there WILL be information loss

If



(A) Particle creation in curved space
        and black holes



Particle creation in curved space
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Take a scalar field with Lagrangian 

Expand the field in fourier modes, and look at a particular mode. 
Let the amplitude of this mode be 

What helps is that we will usually detect particles in some region which is far away from the
region where spacetime is curved, for example at asymptotic infinity in a black hole geometry.
There is a natural choice of coordinates at infinity, in which the metric looks like !µ! . We
can still make boosts that keep the metric in this form, but the change of time coordinate
under these boosts does not change the vacuum. What happens is that positive frequency
modes change to other positive frequency modes, giving the expected change of the energy of
a quantum when it is viewed from a moving frame.

But even though this may be a natural choice of coordinates, giving a natural definition of
particles, we may still ask why we cannot use some other other curvilinear coordinate system
and its corresponding particles. The point is that we have to know the following physics at
some point: what is the energy carried by these particles? This information is not given by the
definition of the particle modes; rather, we need to know the energy-momentum tensor for these
particle states. For the physical fields that we consider, we assume that the particles defined in
the flat coordinate system with metric !µ! are the ones which give the expected physical energy
of the state, an energy which shows up for example in the gravitational attraction between
these particles.

So there is no ambiguity in how particles are defined at infinity, but if there is some region
of spacetime which is curved, then wavemodes that travel through that region and back out
to spatial infinity can have a nontrivial number of particles at the end, even though they may
have started with no particles excited in them at the start. What we need now is to get some
physical feeling for the length and time scales involved in this process of particle creation.

3.1 Particle creation: physical picture

Let us first get a simpler picture of why particles can get created when spacetime is curved.
We know that each fourier mode of a quantum field behaves like a harmonic oscillator, and if
we are in the excited state |n! for this oscillator then we have n particles in this fourier mode.
Thus the amplitude of this fourier mode, which we call a, has a Lagrangian of the form

L =
1

2
ȧ2 " 1

2
"2a2 (3.30)

But as we move to later times, the spacetime can distort, and the frequency of the mode can
change, so that we will get

L! =
1

2
ȧ2 " 1

2
"!2a2 (3.31)

We picture this situation in fig.1. Fig.1(a) shows the potential where the frequency is ". Let us
require that here are no particles present in this fourier mode. Then we will have the vacuum
wavefunction |0! for this harmonic oscillator. Now suppose we change the potential to the one
for frequency "!; this potential in shown in fig.1(b). For this new potential, the vacuum state
is a di!erent wavefunction from the one for frequency ", and we sketch it in fig.1(b).

First suppose that the change of frequency from " to "! was very slow. Then we will find
that the vacuum wavefunction will keep changing as the potential changes, in such a way that it
remains the vacuum state for whatever potential we have at any given time. In particular when
we reach the final potential with frequency "!, the vacuum wavefunction of fig.1(a) will have
become the vacuum wavefunction of fig.1(b). This fact follows from the ‘adiabatic theorem’,
which describes the evolution of states when the potential changes slowly.
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So we have a harmonic oscillator.  Wavefunction in ground 
state gives vacuum, excited states mean particles in that 
mode



Suppose the space expands. Then the frequency of the mode changes

Original mode, vacuum state

If the frequency changes slowly,
the vacuum state goes over to the 
new vacuum state

If the frequency changes very 
quickly,the wavefunction remains the 
old one, so the state is NOT the 
vacuum for the new potential

Figure 1: (a) The potential characterizing a given fourier mode, and the vacuum wavefunction for this potential.
(b) If the spacetime distorts, the potential changes to a new one, with its own vacuum wavefunction. (c) If the
potential changes suddenly, we have the new potential but the old wavefunction, which will not be the vacuum
wavefunction for this changed potential; thus we will see particles.

Now consider the opposite limit, where the potential changes from the one in fig.1(a) to the
one in fig.1(b) very quickly. Then the wavefunction has had hardly any time to evolve, and
we get the situation in fig.1(c). The potential is that for frequency !!, but the wavefunction
is still the vacuum wavefunction for frequency !. This is not the vacuum wavefunction for
frequency !!, but we can expand it in terms of the wavefunctions |n!!! which describe the level
n excitation of the harmonic oscillator for frequency !!

|0!! = c0|0!!! + c1|1!!! + c2|2!!! + . . . (3.32)

Actually since the wavefunction that we have is symmetric under reflections a " #a, we will
get only the even levels |n! in our expansion

|0!! = c0|0!!! + c2|2!!! + c4|4!!! + . . . (3.33)

This is like the expansion (3.27), and a little more e!ort shows that the coe"cients cn will be
of the form that will give the exponential form (3.26).

Thus under slow changes of the potential the fourier mode remains in a vacuum state, while
if the changes are fast then the fourier mode gets populated by particle pairs. But what is the
timescale that distinguishes slow changes from fast ones? The only natural timescale in the
problem is the one given by frequency of the oscillator

#T $ !"1 $ !!"1 (3.34)

where we have assumed that the two frequencies involved are of the same order. If the potential
changes over times that are small compared to #T , then in general particle pairs will be
produced.

We can now put this discussion in the context of curved spacetime. Let the variations of
the metric be characterized by the length scale L; i.e., the length scale for variations of gab is
$ L in the space and time directions, and the region under consideration also has length $ L
in the space and time directions. We assume that the metric varies significantly (i.e. "g $ g)
in this region. Then the particles produced in this region will have a wavelength $ L and the
number of produced particles will be order unity. Thus there is no other ‘large dimensionless
number’ appearing in the physics, and the length scale L governs the qualitative features of
particle production.
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An example of such a metric variation would be if we take a star with radius 6GM (so it
is not close to being a black hole), and then this star shrinks to a size 4GM (still not close to
a black hole) over a time of order ! GM . Then in this process we would produce order unity
number of quanta for the scalar field, and these quanta will have wavelengths ! GM . After
the star settles down to its new size, the metric becomes time independent again, and their is
no further particle production.

As it stands, this particle production is a very small e!ect, from the point of view of
energetics. In the above example, the length GM is of order kilometers or more, so the few
quanta we produce will have wavelengths of the order of kilometers. The energy of these
quanta will be very small, much smaller than the energy M present in the star which created
the changing metric. So particle production can be ignored in most cases where the metric is
changing on astrophysical length scales.

We will see that a quite di!erent situation emerges for the black hole, where particle pro-
duction keeps going on until all the mass of the black hole is exhausted.

3.2 Particle production in black holes

The metric of a Schwarzschild hole is often written as

ds2 = "(1 " 2GM

r
)dt2 +

dr2

1 " 2GM
r

+ r2(d!2 + sin2 !d"2) (3.35)

This metric looks time independent, so we might think at first that there should be no particle
production. If we had a time independent geometry for a star, there would indeed be no
particle production. What is di!erent in the black hole case? The point is that the coordinate
system in the above metric covers only a part of the spacetime – the part outside the horizon
r = 2GM . Once we look at the full metric we will not see a time independent geometry. The
full geometry is traditionally described by a Penrose diagram, which we sketch in fig.2. The
region of this diagram where the particle production will take place is indicated by the box
with dotted outline around the horizon.

From the Penrose diagram we can easily see which point is in the causal future of which
point, but since lengths have been ‘conformally scaled’ we cannot get a good idea of relative
lengths at di!erent locations on the diagram. Thus in fig.3 we make a schematic sketch of the
boxed region in fig.2. The horizontal axis is r, which is a very geometric variable in the problem
– the value of r at any radius is given by writing the area of the 2-sphere at that point as 4#r2.
The line at r = 0 is the ‘center’ of the black hole; thus this is a region of high curvature (the
singularity) after the black hole forms. The line r = 2GM is the horizon. Spatial infinity is on
the right, at r # $.

The vertical axis in fig.3 is called $ ; it is some time coordinate that we have introduced to
complement r. At large r we let $ # t, where t is the Schwarzschild time. The metric will
not be good everywhere in the coordinates (r, $); it will degenerate at the horizon. This will
not matter since all we want to do with the help of this figure is show how geodesics near the
horizon evolve to smaller or larger r values.

A massless particle that is at the horizon and trying its best to fly out never manages to
escape, but stays on the horizon. This can be seen as follows. The massless particle follows a
null geodesic. Let us allow no angular part to its momentum to ensure that all the momentum
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How do frequencies change in the black hole geometry ?

The metric looks time independent,
but this covers only the outside of the hole

Figure 2: The Penrose diagram for a black hole (without the backreaction e!ects of Hawking evaporation).
Null rays are straight lines at 45o. Thus we see that the horizon is a null surface. Hawking radiation collects at
future null infinity.

is directed radially outwards in the attempt to escape. Thus from the metric (3.35) we will
have

0 = ds2 = !(1 ! 2GM

r
)dt2 +

dr2

1 ! 2GM
r

(3.36)

which gives

dr = (1 ! 2GM

r
)dt (3.37)

So if we are on the horizon r = 2GM then we get dr = 0, i.e. the particle stays on the horizon.
What if the particle started slightly outside the horizon, and tried to fly radially outwards?

Now it can escape, so after some time the particle will reach out to a larger radius, say r " 3GM .
This null geodesic starts out near the horizon, but ‘peels o!’ towards infinity.

Similarly, consider a massless particle that starts a little inside the horizon and tries to fly
radially outwards. This time it cannot escape the hole or even remain where it started; this
null geodesic ‘peels o!’ and falls in towards smaller r. The figure shows the geodesic reaching
the radius r " GM which is inside the hole, though still comfortably away from the singularity.

Now we see that in this vicinity of the horizon, there is a ‘stretching’ of spacetime going
on. A small region near the horizon gets ‘pulled apart’ with the part inside the horizon moving
deeper in, and the part outside the horizon moving out. We will make this more precise later,
but we can now see that the metric indeed has a time dependence which can cause particle
creation. Moreover, this stretching goes on as long as the black hole lasts, since whenever we
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The full geometry is given by the Penrose
diagram, and we see that the horizon is
a null surface
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Why do frequencies change in the black hole geometry?

The horizon is a null geodesic

Geodesics starting just outside 
eventually escape outwards

Geodesics staring just inside fall into 
the hole

Thus there is a ‘stretching’ going on at 
the horizon
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Spacelike slices for the black hole

An example of such a metric variation would be if we take a star with radius 6GM (so it
is not close to being a black hole), and then this star shrinks to a size 4GM (still not close to
a black hole) over a time of order ! GM . Then in this process we would produce order unity
number of quanta for the scalar field, and these quanta will have wavelengths ! GM . After
the star settles down to its new size, the metric becomes time independent again, and their is
no further particle production.

As it stands, this particle production is a very small e!ect, from the point of view of
energetics. In the above example, the length GM is of order kilometers or more, so the few
quanta we produce will have wavelengths of the order of kilometers. The energy of these
quanta will be very small, much smaller than the energy M present in the star which created
the changing metric. So particle production can be ignored in most cases where the metric is
changing on astrophysical length scales.

We will see that a quite di!erent situation emerges for the black hole, where particle pro-
duction keeps going on until all the mass of the black hole is exhausted.

3.2 Particle production in black holes

The metric of a Schwarzschild hole is often written as
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+ r2(d!2 + sin2 !d"2) (3.35)

This metric looks time independent, so we might think at first that there should be no particle
production. If we had a time independent geometry for a star, there would indeed be no
particle production. What is di!erent in the black hole case? The point is that the coordinate
system in the above metric covers only a part of the spacetime – the part outside the horizon
r = 2GM . Once we look at the full metric we will not see a time independent geometry. The
full geometry is traditionally described by a Penrose diagram, which we sketch in fig.2. The
region of this diagram where the particle production will take place is indicated by the box
with dotted outline around the horizon.

From the Penrose diagram we can easily see which point is in the causal future of which
point, but since lengths have been ‘conformally scaled’ we cannot get a good idea of relative
lengths at di!erent locations on the diagram. Thus in fig.3 we make a schematic sketch of the
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The line at r = 0 is the ‘center’ of the black hole; thus this is a region of high curvature (the
singularity) after the black hole forms. The line r = 2GM is the horizon. Spatial infinity is on
the right, at r # $.

The vertical axis in fig.3 is called $ ; it is some time coordinate that we have introduced to
complement r. At large r we let $ # t, where t is the Schwarzschild time. The metric will
not be good everywhere in the coordinates (r, $); it will degenerate at the horizon. This will
not matter since all we want to do with the help of this figure is show how geodesics near the
horizon evolve to smaller or larger r values.

A massless particle that is at the horizon and trying its best to fly out never manages to
escape, but stays on the horizon. This can be seen as follows. The massless particle follows a
null geodesic. Let us allow no angular part to its momentum to ensure that all the momentum
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timelike everywhere we could use it to define time evolution, and everything would look time
independent: the slices don’t change, and the metric with this choice of time direction will look
time independent. But this vector will not be timelike everywhere; it will become null on the
horizon and be spacelike inside the horizon.

We have taken extra care to make our slices not approach the singularity – we let them
follow a r = constant path to an early enough stage where the singularity had not formed, and
then took them in to r = 0. This feature of the slices is not directly related to the production
of particles in Hawking radiation, but we have done the slicing in this way so that the evolution
stays in a domain where curvature is everywhere low and so classical gravity would appear to
be trustworthy.

To summarize, the central point that we we see with these di!erent ways of exhibiting the
slices is that the geometry of the black hole is not really a time independent one, and particle
production can therefore be expected to happen.

Figure 6: The slices drawn on the Penrose diagram. Later slices go up higher near future null infinity and will
thus capture more of the Hawking radiation.

4.1 The wavemodes

Let us now look at the wavemodes of the scalar field in the black hole geometry.
We will look at non-rotating holes, so the metric is spherically symmetric, and we can

decompose the modes of the scalar field ! into spherical harmonics. Most of the Hawking
radiation turns out to be in the lowest harmonic, the s-wave, so we will just focus our attention
on this l = 0 mode; the physics extends in an identical way to the other harmonics. We will
suppress the ",! coordinates, drawing all waves only in the r, t plane.
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Figure 8: (a) The region around the horizon is a vacuum. (b) An outgoing wavemode on an initial spacelike
surface is evolved by letting the phase be constant on outgoing null geodescis.

vacuum modes after this scattering. These outgoing modes then show up in the circled region
of fig.8(a). We are interested in the further evolution of these modes.

The outgoing field mode is drawn in more detail in fig.8(b), where we have caught the
mode on a spacelike surface which we will call our ‘initial slice’. We follow our above described
method of evolving the wavemodes by letting the phase be constant along outgoing radial null
geodesics. These null geodesics look like straight lines on the Penrose diagram, so at first it
might seem that the wavelength of the mode is not changing as we follow the mode out towards
infinity. This is not true, since in the Penrose diagram the actual distances between points
is large when the points are near infinity. (In drawing the Penrose diagram we squeeze the
spacetime in a ‘conformal’ way so that all of spacetime fits in a finite box; this automatically
squeezes points near infinity by a large amount.)

What we really want to see is how the wavelength of the mode changes as the mode is
evolved. So in fig.9 we sketch the evolution in the r ! ! diagram that we discussed above. The
initial slice is drawn again, with the outgoing wavemode on it. The lines of constant phase are
drawn too, but now they do not look like straight lines. We had seen that the horizon itself
is an outgoing null geodesic, that stays at all times at r = 2GM . The rays starting slightly
outside the horizon eventually ‘peel o!’ at go to spatial inifinity, while those starting slightly
inside ‘peel o!’ and fall in towards small r. Thus the wavemode will get distorted as it evolves.

What we want to do now is to ‘catch’ the wavemode on a later spacelike slice. By following
the null rays, we can obtain the phase of the wavemode all along this later slice. We can see that
there is quite a distortion between the wavemode as seen on the initial spacelike slice and the
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Figure 9: A wavemode which is a positive frequency mode on the initial spacelike surface gets distorted when it
evolves to a later spacelike surface; the mode will not be made of purely positive frequencies after the distortion.

wavemode as it is ‘caught’ on this later slice, and the changes come because the null geodesics
just inside and just outside the horizon evolve in quite di!erent ways. But if the wavemode
is distorted, there can be particle creation. We will now look at the distortion in much more
detail, and discuss the nature of this particle creation.

5.1 The coordinate map giving the expansion

Consider the vicinity of the horizon sketched in fig.8(a). The local geometry is approximately
flat space, and the field modes are in the vacuum state. Let us use null coordinates y+, y! to
describe the spacetime here (recall that the angular S2 is suppressed throughout). The outgoing
modes, which are of interest to us, are then of the form

!initial ! eiky!
(5.40)

We will assume that k > 0. In the expansion of the field "̂ the positive frequency modes
multiply the annihilation operators âk. We will write the negative frequency modes as e!iky!

;
these will multiply the creation operators.

Now let us see what coordinates would be good on the late time spacelike slice, sketched in
fig.9. Consider the outer part of the slice Sout. This part is in a region which is close to flat
Minkowski spacetime.We had discussed above that particles were well defined in such a region
of spacetime, and this definition required us to use positive frequency modes based on the usual
coordinates on Minkowski space. So we just use the standard definition of null coordinates here

X+ = t + r, X! = t " r (5.41)
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Our goal is to see where the distortion is large enough to create particles. On the initial
slice near the horizon, we take a fourier mode eiky!

. Consider this mode for the range !GM <
y! < 0. Recall that y! is negative outside the horizon, and zero on the horizon. Also, for
y! ! !GM , there is no significant distortion of null rays, so that we get y! " X!. What
we now wish to show is that even though there is a logarithmic distortion of coordinates for
smaller !GM ! y! < 0, there is no particle production for most of this range of y!; in fact
particle production will be relevant only for the few oscillations of the wavemode near y! = 0.

Figure 10: The fourier mode on the initial spacelike slice is evolved in the eikonal approximation, and ‘caught’
on the timelike surface r = constant near infinity. (From the behavior of the mode on this surface we can
immediately obtain what it looks like on any spacelike surface near infinity.) The wavelength of oscillations
become longer and longer as we go up the surface, with the last oscillation to emerge from the horizon extending
all the way to t = !.

Thus we now look at the range !GM < y! < 0, where we assume that the logarithmic
maps (5.45) is a good approximation. Consider the fourier mode eiky!

on the initial slice. Let
the wavelength of this mode be much smaller than GM

! =
2"

k
= #GM, # # 1 (5.49)

Thus the number of oscillations of the wavemode in our range !GM < y! < 0 is large

# oscillations =
1

#
$ 1 (5.50)

After the mode evolves to the late time slice we have to look at the wavelength in the X!

coordinate system. Consider one oscillation of the wavemode, which in the y! coordinate
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In the quantum field, annihilation operators multiply
positive frequency modes and creation operators multiply 
negative frequency modesIn curved spacetime, on the other hand, there is no canonical definition of particles. We can

choose any coordinate t for time, and decompose the field into positive and negative frequency
modes with respect to this time t. Let the positive frequency modes be called f(x); then their
complex conjugates give negative frequency modes f!(x). The field operator can be expanded
as

!̂(x) =
!

n

"

ânfn(x) + â†nf!
n(x)

#

(3.11)

Then we can define a vacuum state as one that is annihilated by all the annihilation operators

ân|0!a = 0 (3.12)

The creation operators generate particles; for example a 1-particle state would be

|"! = â†n|0!a (3.13)

We have added the subscript a to the vacuum state to indicate that the vacuum is defined with
respect to the operators ân. But since there is no unique choice of the time coordinate t, we can
choose a di!erent one t̃. We will then have a di!erent set of positive and negative frequency
modes, and an expansion

!̂(x) =
!

n

"

b̂nhn(x) + b̂†nh!
n(x)

#

(3.14)

Now the vacuum would be defined as
b̂n|0!b = 0 (3.15)

and the b̂†n would create particles.
The main point now is that a person using the operators â, â† would think that |0!a was a

vacuum, but he would not think that the state |0!b was a vacuum – he would find it to contain

particles of the type created by the â†n. Let us see how one finds exactly how many â† particles
there are in the state |0!b. The mode functions fn are normalized using an inner product defined
as follows. Take any spacelike hypersurface, with volume element d"µ (thus the vector d"µ

points normal to the hypersurface and has a value equal to the volume of the surface element).
Then

(f, g) " #i

$

d"µ (f#µg! # g!#µf) (3.16)

Under this inner product we will have

(fm, fn) = $mn, (fm, f!
n) = 0, (f!

m, f!
n) = #$mn (3.17)

Now from the two di!erent expansions of !̂ we have

!

n

"

ânfn(x) + â†nf!
n(x)

#

=
!

n

"

b̂nhn(x) + b̂†nh!
n(x)

#

(3.18)

Taking the inner product with fm on each side, we get

âm =
!

n

(hn, fm)b̂n +
!

n

(h!
n, fm)b̂†n "

!

n

%mnb̂n +
!

n

&mnb̂†n (3.19)
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can make out of the fundamental constants c, !, G is

lp =

!

!G

c3

"
1
2

! 10!33 cm (2.8)

As we will see below, if it were indeed true that all quantum gravity e!ects were confined to
within a length scale like lp (or any other fixed length scale) then we would get information
loss, and quantum mechanics would need to be changed. But how can we get any other natural
length scale for quantum gravity e!ects? If we collide two gravitons then it is true that quantum
gravity e!ects should start when the wavelengths of the gravitons become order lp. But a black
hole is made up of a large number of quanta N ; the larger the black hole the larger this number
N . Then we have to ask if quantum gravity e!ects extend over distances ! lp or over distances
N!lp where ! is some appropriate constant. In string theory we find that the latter is true,
and that N,! are such that the length scale of quantum gravity e!ects becomes of the order of
the radius of the horizon. This changes the process by which the radiation is emitted, and the
radiation can emerge in a pure state.

2.3 The plan of the review

There exist many reviews on the subject of black holes, and there are also reviews of the
‘fuzzball’ structure emerging from string theory [3]. What I will do here is a bit di!erent: I will
try to give a detailed pictorial description of the information problem. We will study the black
hole geometry in detail, and see how wavemodes evolve to create Hawking radiation. Then we
will discuss the ‘mixed’ nature of the quantum state that is created in this radiation process.
Most importantly, we will discuss why the argument of Hawking showing information loss is
robust, and can only be bypassed by a radical change in one of the fundamental assumptions
that we usually make about quantum gravity. We will close with a brief summary of black holes
in string theory and the fuzzball nature of the black hole interior.

3 Particle creation in curved space

The story of Hawking radiation really begins with the understanding of particle creation in
curved spacetime. (For reviews see [4].) Particles are described in terms of an underlying
quantum field, say a scalar field ". We can write a covariant action for this field, and do a path
integral. But how do we define particles? In flat space we expand the field operator as

"̂ =
#

"k

1"
V

1"
2#

$

â"ke
i"k·"x!i#t + â†"ke

!i"k·"x+i#t
%

(3.9)

where V is the volume of the spatial box where we have taken the field to live, and # =
&

|$k|2 + m2 for a field with mass m. The vacuum is the state annihilated by all the â

â"k|0# = 0 (3.10)

and the â†"k
create particles.
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We can break up the wavemode into wavepackets 
without losing the essential physics

5.3 Wavepackets

In fig.11(a) we depict a wavemode with a definite wavenumber k0. This wavemode has an
infinite spatial extent. For physical arguments it is more convenient to have a wavemode
that is localized in some region of space. Such a wavemode can be obtained by appropriately
superposing wavemodes of di!erent k. But we also wish to retain some properties of the mode
arising from the fact that the wavenumber was k0. Thus we use only a small band of k around
the value k0

k0 ! "k < k < k0 + "k,
"k

|k0|
<< 1 (5.57)

This makes a wavetrain that ‘sort of’ has the wavenumber k0 but which decays after a certain
number of oscillations and is thus localized. Our discussions are mostly qualitative, so we will
allow ourselves to use wavetrains that are only a few oscillations long; this means that we will
not take !k

k0
to be very small, but for our pictorial understanding it will be enough to have k

in the rough neighborhood of k0.

Figure 11: (a) A fourier mode with given wavelength ! = 2!
k0

(b) Appropriately superposing fourier modes
with wavenumbers near k0 we can make a wavepacket.

Let us now use the above discussion together to make the point that we are after. In fig.12
we make a wavepacket out of a few oscillations that are not too close to the horizon. This
wavepacket evolves to a wavepacket near spatial infinity without significant distortion, since
the oscillations making the wavepacket su!er an almost uniform stretching under the evolution.
Thus there is no significant particle production from the part of the wavemode where |y!| " !.

5.4 Modes straddling the horizon

So far we have seen what part of the wavemode does not create particles. The part at y! !
!GM does not get deformed. The part !GM ! y! # !! deforms logarithmically but can be
broken up into wavepackets each of which su!ers ‘nearly uniform stretching’, so again we do
not get particle creation. A similar analysis can be performed for the domain y! > 0 which
is inside the horizon. We can now turn to the part of the wavemode that does create particle
pairs.

Consider the wavemode on the initial surface and look at the domain of y! which covers a
few oscillations on either side of the horizon y! = 0. Thus we have

|y!| $ ! (5.58)

With just a few oscillations in this range, we cannot break this part of the wavemode further into
wavepackets. Thus we must evolve it as a whole to the late time surface and see what it becomes.
The evolution is described in fig.13. On the initial slice we have regularly spaced oscillations.
If we look at at surface just a little later, they are still pretty much like regularly spaced
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Figure 12: If we look at the oscillations that are not too close to the horizon, then we can make a wavepacket
out of them that evolves to a wavepacket at infinity. Suppose we can make a localized wavepacket such that in
the region occupied by the wavepacket the ‘stretching’ of space is approximately uniform. Then there will be no
mixing of positive and negative frequencies and therefore no particle production.

oscillations, since there has not been much deformation; thus so far there is no significant particle
production. On slices that are much later, we see that the mode has deformed significantly:
there are a few oscillations on the part S! of the surface that is inside the horizon, then a large
gap untill we reach a region on S+, where we find oscillations again.

Note that on this late time slice the deformation of these oscillations of the wavemode is
very nonuniform. We have a positive frequency mode on the initial surface eiky!

, but on the
late time surface we will get an admixture of positive frequency modes eiKX!

as well as negative
frequency modes e!iKX!

. The same happens for the part of the mode on S!. Thus there will
be particle creation.

The most important part of our entire discussion comes now. We know from eq.(3.28) that
when we create particles by deforming spacetime then the vacuum state changes to a state of

the form e!
1
2

P

ij γij b̂†i b̂†j |0!. But in the present case we can break the creation operators b̂†k into

two sets: those on S+ which we call b̂†k and those on S! which we call ĉ†k. When we compute
the state on the late time surface it turns out to have the form

e
P

k γb̂†k ĉ†k |0! (5.59)

We do not derive this result here; the derivation can be found for example in [2, 5, 6, 7]. But
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Figure 13: A fourier mode on the initial spacelike surface is evolved to later spacelike surfaces. In the initial
part of the evolution the wavelength increases but there is no significant distortion of the general shape of the
mode. At this stage the initial vacuum state is still a vacuum state. Further evolution leads to a distorted
waveform, which results in particle creation.

this is the crucial result for the physics of information, so we will now spend some time in
understanding it.

5.5 The nature of the created pairs

Consider again fig.13. On the initial surface the wavemode had a very short wavelength. On
later time surfaces the wavelength has been stretched to a longer one, though there is no particle
production because the stretching is almost uniform over the oscillations under consideration.
The wavelength keeps getting longer as we go to later time slices, till the deformation becomes
non-uniform and particles are created. But there is only one length scale in the geometry
– the scale GM – and one can see easily that when particles are produced the wavelength
of the mode has become ! GM . At this point the wavemode has also moved to distances
! GM from the horizon, and further deformation stops. Thus the wavelength of the produced
quanta is ! GM . These are the Hawking radiation quanta, so we see that this radiation has a
temperature ! !!1 ! 1

GM . The exact temperature is [2]

T =
1

8"GM
(5.60)

So the wavemode ends its evolution with a wavelength ! GM , but what was its wavelength
on the initial slice that we had drawn? On this initial slice there are modes of all possible
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(B) Entangled nature of the produced pairs



The nature of the created pairs

Figure 13: A fourier mode on the initial spacelike surface is evolved to later spacelike surfaces. In the initial
part of the evolution the wavelength increases but there is no significant distortion of the general shape of the
mode. At this stage the initial vacuum state is still a vacuum state. Further evolution leads to a distorted
waveform, which results in particle creation.

this is the crucial result for the physics of information, so we will now spend some time in
understanding it.

5.5 The nature of the created pairs

Consider again fig.13. On the initial surface the wavemode had a very short wavelength. On
later time surfaces the wavelength has been stretched to a longer one, though there is no particle
production because the stretching is almost uniform over the oscillations under consideration.
The wavelength keeps getting longer as we go to later time slices, till the deformation becomes
non-uniform and particles are created. But there is only one length scale in the geometry
– the scale GM – and one can see easily that when particles are produced the wavelength
of the mode has become ! GM . At this point the wavemode has also moved to distances
! GM from the horizon, and further deformation stops. Thus the wavelength of the produced
quanta is ! GM . These are the Hawking radiation quanta, so we see that this radiation has a
temperature ! !!1 ! 1

GM . The exact temperature is [2]

T =
1

8"GM
(5.60)

So the wavemode ends its evolution with a wavelength ! GM , but what was its wavelength
on the initial slice that we had drawn? On this initial slice there are modes of all possible
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The temperature scale is set by the
natural length scale in the geometry

But the important fact about the state is that the b, c quanta 
are in an entangled state

wavelengths. Consider a wavemode with wavelength shorter than the one shown in fig.13.
Then this mode will evolve for a longer time before it su!ers a nonlinear deformation.

This situation in depicted in fig.14. On the initial slice we have drawn two wavemodes of
di!erent wavelengths. The one with the longer wavelength becomes distorted first, and creates
the quanta labeled b1 and c1 on the late time slice. The wavemode with shorter wavelength
evolves for a longer time before becoming distorted, and creates the quanta labeled b2, c2.

Figure 14: On the initial spacelike slice we have depicted two fourier modes: the longer wavelength mode is
drawn with a solid line and the shorter wavelength mode is drawn with a dotted line. The mode with longer
wavelength distorts to a nonuniform shape first, and creates an entangled pairs b1, c1. The mode with shorter
wavelength evolves for some more time before su!ering the same distortion, and then it creates entangled pairs
b2, c2.

The state of the first pair b1, c1 is of the form

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1|0! (5.61)

Here b̂†1 is an operator that creates a quantum in the localized wavepacket depicted as b1 in

fig.14, and similarly ĉ†1 creates the quantum of the wavepacket labeled c1. Because we have
broken up wavemodes into localized wavepackets, we can define a sort of local vacuum |0!b1 in
the region occupied by this mode b1. If we are in this vacuum state then there are no quanta
in this region, if we act with b̂†1 once then we have one quantum with this wavepacket, if we act

with b̂†1b̂
†
1 then we have two quanta of this type, and so on. Doing the same for the modes on

S! we can write the state (5.61) as

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1 |0!b1 |0!c1 (5.62)
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A similar state is produced by the wavemode which started o! with a shorter wavelength
on the initial slice. We get particle pairs described by

|!!2 = Ce!b̂†2ĉ†2 |0!b2 |0!c2 (5.63)

The pairs bk, ck for di!erent k lie in regions that do not overlap, so the overall state on the
late time slice is the direct product of the states |!!k

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 " |!!3 " . . . (5.64)

We have presented a simplified discussion of the created pairs; more technical details can be
found in [2, 5, 6, 7]. For a more accurate description we should use a large number of oscillations
in making each wavepacket (we have used just a few), and then we will have to consider many
wavenumbers in each of the intervals on S± over which the wavepackets extend. But the above
approximate description has all the essence of what we need to understand the entanglement
of quanta.

5.6 The entangled nature of |!!

Consider the state |!!1

|!!1 = C

!

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "b̂†1|0!b1 " ĉ†1|0!c1 +
"2

2
b̂†1b̂

†
1|0!b1 " ĉ†1ĉ

†
1|0!c1 + . . .

"

= C
#

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "|1!b1 " |1!c1 + "2|2!b1 " |2!c1 + . . .
$

(5.65)

where |n!b1 means that we have n quanta of type b1 in the state etc.
The important feature of this state is that the b1 and c1 excitations are ‘entangled’. To

understand this in more detail, let us take a simple example of an entangled state.

5.7 Entanglement and the idea of ‘mixed states’

Consider two electrons, kept at two di!erent locations, and let each of them have a ‘spin up’
state and a ‘spin down’ state. Then this system can have ‘factored states’ of the form

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 (5.66)

Examples are

|!! = | #!1 " | $!2

|!! =
1%
2
(| #!1 + | $!1) "

1%
2
(#!2 + | $!2) (5.67)

etc. But we can also have ‘entangled states which cannot be written as a product of the type
(5.66), for example

|!! =
1%
2

(| #!1 " | $!2 + | $!1 " | #!2) (5.68)

Suppose we ask: what is the state of electron 1? For states of type (5.66) we can answer this
question: we ignore the state of electron 2 and just give the answer |!!1. But for states of
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A similar state is produced by the wavemode which started o! with a shorter wavelength
on the initial slice. We get particle pairs described by
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†
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A similar state is produced by the wavemode which started o! with a shorter wavelength
on the initial slice. We get particle pairs described by

|!!2 = Ce!b̂†2ĉ†2 |0!b2 |0!c2 (5.63)

The pairs bk, ck for di!erent k lie in regions that do not overlap, so the overall state on the
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We have presented a simplified discussion of the created pairs; more technical details can be
found in [2, 5, 6, 7]. For a more accurate description we should use a large number of oscillations
in making each wavepacket (we have used just a few), and then we will have to consider many
wavenumbers in each of the intervals on S± over which the wavepackets extend. But the above
approximate description has all the essence of what we need to understand the entanglement
of quanta.

5.6 The entangled nature of |!!

Consider the state |!!1

|!!1 = C

!

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "b̂†1|0!b1 " ĉ†1|0!c1 +
"2

2
b̂†1b̂

†
1|0!b1 " ĉ†1ĉ

†
1|0!c1 + . . .

"

= C
#

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "|1!b1 " |1!c1 + "2|2!b1 " |2!c1 + . . .
$

(5.65)

where |n!b1 means that we have n quanta of type b1 in the state etc.
The important feature of this state is that the b1 and c1 excitations are ‘entangled’. To

understand this in more detail, let us take a simple example of an entangled state.

5.7 Entanglement and the idea of ‘mixed states’

Consider two electrons, kept at two di!erent locations, and let each of them have a ‘spin up’
state and a ‘spin down’ state. Then this system can have ‘factored states’ of the form

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 (5.66)

Examples are

|!! = | #!1 " | $!2

|!! =
1%
2
(| #!1 + | $!1) "

1%
2
(#!2 + | $!2) (5.67)

etc. But we can also have ‘entangled states which cannot be written as a product of the type
(5.66), for example

|!! =
1%
2

(| #!1 " | $!2 + | $!1 " | #!2) (5.68)

Suppose we ask: what is the state of electron 1? For states of type (5.66) we can answer this
question: we ignore the state of electron 2 and just give the answer |!!1. But for states of
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wavelengths. Consider a wavemode with wavelength shorter than the one shown in fig.13.
Then this mode will evolve for a longer time before it su!ers a nonlinear deformation.

This situation in depicted in fig.14. On the initial slice we have drawn two wavemodes of
di!erent wavelengths. The one with the longer wavelength becomes distorted first, and creates
the quanta labeled b1 and c1 on the late time slice. The wavemode with shorter wavelength
evolves for a longer time before becoming distorted, and creates the quanta labeled b2, c2.

Figure 14: On the initial spacelike slice we have depicted two fourier modes: the longer wavelength mode is
drawn with a solid line and the shorter wavelength mode is drawn with a dotted line. The mode with longer
wavelength distorts to a nonuniform shape first, and creates an entangled pairs b1, c1. The mode with shorter
wavelength evolves for some more time before su!ering the same distortion, and then it creates entangled pairs
b2, c2.

The state of the first pair b1, c1 is of the form

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1|0! (5.61)

Here b̂†1 is an operator that creates a quantum in the localized wavepacket depicted as b1 in

fig.14, and similarly ĉ†1 creates the quantum of the wavepacket labeled c1. Because we have
broken up wavemodes into localized wavepackets, we can define a sort of local vacuum |0!b1 in
the region occupied by this mode b1. If we are in this vacuum state then there are no quanta
in this region, if we act with b̂†1 once then we have one quantum with this wavepacket, if we act

with b̂†1b̂
†
1 then we have two quanta of this type, and so on. Doing the same for the modes on

S! we can write the state (5.61) as

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1 |0!b1 |0!c1 (5.62)
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A similar state is produced by the wavemode which started o! with a shorter wavelength
on the initial slice. We get particle pairs described by

|!!2 = Ce!b̂†2ĉ†2 |0!b2 |0!c2 (5.63)

The pairs bk, ck for di!erent k lie in regions that do not overlap, so the overall state on the
late time slice is the direct product of the states |!!k

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 " |!!3 " . . . (5.64)
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found in [2, 5, 6, 7]. For a more accurate description we should use a large number of oscillations
in making each wavepacket (we have used just a few), and then we will have to consider many
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The total wavefunction is a tensor product of the wavefuntions
of these pairs .....
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The problem of information loss (loss of unitarity)

Entangled pairs



(a) The b quanta are entangled with the c quanta

(b) Thus there is no state as such for the b quanta alone,
     but there is a state for the b and c quanta together

(c) If the black hole vanishes, then the b quanta are
     left ‘entangled with nothing’

(d) There is not supposed to be any such state in quantum mechanics !!

??

c b



Suppose you have an entangled state

+

Suppose the left atom vanishes
What is the state of the right atom ?

+?? +
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Essential problem # 1: The state of the Hawking radiation is 
entangled with what is left in the black hole, and when the black 
hole vanishes,  the radiation is not in any ‘pure’ quantum state

Can small changes to this state make it ‘non-entangled’ ?

NO, that is not possible ......

That is the essential strength of the information paradox



Our state is of this essential form

type (5.68) we cannot do this, and only the state of the entire system makes sense. Suppose we
nevertheless want to ignore electron 2 in some way. Then we can make a ‘density matrix’

! = |"!""| (5.69)

For the two electron system we get

! =
1

2
| #!1 $ | %!2 1"# |$ 2"% |

+
1

2
| #!1 $ | %!2 1"% |$ 2"# |

+
1

2
| %!1 $ | #!2 1"# |$ 2"% |

+
1

2
| %!1 $ | #!2 1"% |$ 2"# | (5.70)

We can now ‘trace over’ the states of system 2, which for the above case means that the bra
and ket states of system 2 must be the same in the terms that we keep. Then we get a ‘reduced
density matrix’ describing system 1

!1 =
1

2
| #!1 1"# | +

1

2
| %!1 1"% | (5.71)

In general we get a density matrix of the form !1 =
!

m,n Cmn |m!1 1"n|. The probability to
find system 1 in state k is given by the coe!cient Ckk. These probabilities must add up to
unity, so we have tr! = 1. The entropy that results from ignoring system 2 is given by

S = &tr ! ln ! (5.72)

For the density matrix (5.71) we can compute S easily since it is a diagonal density matrix

S = &[
1

2
ln

1

2
+

1

2
ln

1

2
] = ln 2 (5.73)

If the state |"! in (5.69) is ‘factorized’ as in (5.66) then when we make !1 and compute S then
we get S = 0. Roughly speaking, S gives the log of the number of terms in a sum like (5.68).
The entropy is thus a measure of how ‘entangled’ the systems 1 and 2 are.

5.8 Entropy of the Hawking radiation

Let us now return to the black hole. The state (5.65) is not factorized between the b1 and c1

excitations. The number # is order unity, so the first few terms in the sum will be of relevance.
To explain the significance of the entangled nature of the state we will for convenience replace
the state (5.65) by the simpler state

|"!1 =
1'
2

(|0!b1 $ |0!c1 + |1!b1 $ |1!c1) (5.74)

The quanta of type b1 lie on the part S+ of the spacelike surface which is outside the hori-
zon, while the quanta of type c1 lie on the part S! which is inside the horizon. Due to the
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ber is

! = !(k)
d3k

(2")3
1

e
!
T ! 1

(6.77)

The semiclassical radiation from the hole is ‘thermal’ in this sense. But the essential problem
that we have is not created by this ‘thermality’, but by the entangled nature of the state.
Whether we have the entangled state (5.65) (which can be shown to be ‘thermal’ in the above
sense) or the entangled state (5.74), which is very di"erent from ‘thermal’, we face the same
problem. There is order unity entropy of entanglement from the state created by each pair of
operators (b̂†k, ĉ

†
k), and so there is an entanglement entropy (5.76) for the radiation which is

order Sbek. It is this entanglement that will eventually lead to information loss. By contrast, if
a piece of coal burns away completely to radiation, then this radiation is in a pure state, even
though it looks much more ‘thermal’ than a state which has the form (5.74) for each of the

(b̂†k, ĉ
†
k).

Thus ‘thermality’ is not really the issue; the issue is the entangled nature of the state created
in the process of black hole evaporation.

6.2 Can small quantum gravity e!ects encode information in the radiation?

Consider the derivation of Hawking radiation discussed in the above sections. We have used a
classical metric and a quantum field # on this ‘curved space’, but gravity itself has not been
treated as quantized; this is called the semiclassical approximation. Thus the semiclassical com-
putation of radiation does not use the physics of quantum gravity anywhere. Since spacetime
curvature was low in the regions where the wavemodes deformed and created particles, this
would seem to be a good approximation. But one can still wonder if the small corrections that
would arise from quantum gravity e"ects could change the state of the radiation to a pure state.
There are two aspects to this question:

(a) The first point to note is that a small change in the state of the quantum field will not
succeed in making the state of the b quanta a pure state. Focusing again on a given set (b1, c1)
we see that their state is a mixed one like (5.65). To get no entanglement of the b1 quanta with
the c1 quanta we would need a state like

|$"1 = (C0|0"b1 + C1|1"b1 + . . .) # (D0|0"c1 + D1|1"c1 + . . .) (6.78)

But the state (6.78) is not a small perturbation on a state like (5.65). The two states are
completely di"erent, so we need an order unity change in the state of each set (bk, ck) before
the state can become pure. Thus if quantum gravity is to help us, then it must completely
change the evolution of the wavemodes that we have been drawing in the above sections.

(b) The second point is that even if we had a state like (6.78), and thus the radiation quanta
bk formed a pure state by themselves, it would not solve the information problem. Consider
the Penrose diagram in fig.16(a). There are not two but three kinds of matter involved in the
problem. There is the matter that fell in to make the hole, marked Q. Then there are the
Hawking radiation quanta bk (we have labeled them B) and their entangled partners, the ck

(labeled C in the figure).
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A factored state would be of the form

The essential point is that a small change in our state will 
not make it a factored state : 
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is almost as entangled as the initial state we had



Thus a small change in the evolution of the wavemode will 
NOT solve the information problem

We need a change of ORDER UNITY

How does the information come out when we burn a piece of 
coal ?

We will find TWO important differences between the 
coal and the black hole



Suppose an atom ‘a’ emits a photon ‘p’

The spins of these can be entangled, so this looks like 
the situation in the black hole

6.3 What is the di!erence between Hawking radiation and radiation from a
burning piece of coal?

Suppose a piece of coal burns away completely, leaving behind only the radiation it emitted.
This time we know that subtle correlations in the emitted quanta encode the entire information
about the state of the coal. But because these correlations are subtle, we cannot see them
easily. How does this radiation di!er from the Hawking radiation emitted by the black hole?

Consider the first photon emitted by the coal. This photon can be in a mixed state with the
matter left behind in the coal. Let us assume that an atom emits this photon, and that after
the emission the spin of the atom and the spin of the photon are correlated in an entangled
wavefunction as follows

|!!1 =
1"
2

(| #!a $ | %!p + | %!a $ | #!p) (6.79)

where | #!a stands for the spin up state of the atom, | %!p stands for the spin down state of
the emitted photon, etc.. Thus far, the situation looks just like the case of entangled b, c in
the black hole. But the crucial di!erence is that when later photons are emitted from the coal,
they can bounce o! the atom left behind in the coal, and thus the spins of these later photons
can carry the information left behind in this atom. If this atom drifts out itself (as a piece of
ash) then it can also carry the information of its spin. Thus at the end the quanta collecting at
infinity are entangled only with themselves, and form a pure state carrying all the information
in the initial piece of coal.

Contrast this with the state of the radiated quanta bk in the black hole case, shown in fig.14.
The quanta of type b1 are correlated with the quanta of type c1, which are located at a certain
region on the part S! of the spacelike slice. But this place where c1 is located is not involved
any further in the process of radiation from the black hole. For example, consider a later pair ,
say (b10, c10), and look at the region where this mode is su!ering its nonuniform deformation.
This region is not causally connected to the location where the earlier quanta c1 is located, so
c1 cannot have any influence on the later emitted quantum b10. In the case of the coal the atom
left behind after the first emission was in causal contact with later quanta leaving the coal. The
black hole is di!erent because each pair (bk, ck) is created at a point on a spacelike surface,
and then this surface stretches so that the bk, ck quanta are moved away in di!erent directions.
New quanta are again created in the middle (i.e. at the horizon), these are again moved away
by stretching, and so on. Thus all the created quanta bk, ck are located along di!erent points
of a very long spatial slice, with no overlap in their locations.

Since the quanta are prevented from influencing each other by being spread out along this
very long spatial slice, we should ask the basic question: how did we get this very long spatial
slice when the black hole only had a given size & GM? Recall from fig.4 that the spacelike
slice inside the horizon was of the form r = constant, and it could be made arbitrarily long
while remaining in the region r < 2GM . This possibility is unique to the black hole geometry,
since it needs the light cones to ‘turn over’ and make the r = constant direction spacelike. This
does not happen for the coal, and so later quanta can (and do) carry the information left in
entangled pairs from earlier quanta.
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Now consider the next emitted photon

This photon can interact
with the first atom and
its state will be affected by the 
spin of the first atom

This gives subtle correlations between emitted photons ...

First difference:



wavelengths. Consider a wavemode with wavelength shorter than the one shown in fig.13.
Then this mode will evolve for a longer time before it su!ers a nonlinear deformation.

This situation in depicted in fig.14. On the initial slice we have drawn two wavemodes of
di!erent wavelengths. The one with the longer wavelength becomes distorted first, and creates
the quanta labeled b1 and c1 on the late time slice. The wavemode with shorter wavelength
evolves for a longer time before becoming distorted, and creates the quanta labeled b2, c2.

Figure 14: On the initial spacelike slice we have depicted two fourier modes: the longer wavelength mode is
drawn with a solid line and the shorter wavelength mode is drawn with a dotted line. The mode with longer
wavelength distorts to a nonuniform shape first, and creates an entangled pairs b1, c1. The mode with shorter
wavelength evolves for some more time before su!ering the same distortion, and then it creates entangled pairs
b2, c2.

The state of the first pair b1, c1 is of the form

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1|0! (5.61)

Here b̂†1 is an operator that creates a quantum in the localized wavepacket depicted as b1 in

fig.14, and similarly ĉ†1 creates the quantum of the wavepacket labeled c1. Because we have
broken up wavemodes into localized wavepackets, we can define a sort of local vacuum |0!b1 in
the region occupied by this mode b1. If we are in this vacuum state then there are no quanta
in this region, if we act with b̂†1 once then we have one quantum with this wavepacket, if we act

with b̂†1b̂
†
1 then we have two quanta of this type, and so on. Doing the same for the modes on

S! we can write the state (5.61) as

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1 |0!b1 |0!c1 (5.62)
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A similar state is produced by the wavemode which started o! with a shorter wavelength
on the initial slice. We get particle pairs described by

|!!2 = Ce!b̂†2ĉ†2 |0!b2 |0!c2 (5.63)

The pairs bk, ck for di!erent k lie in regions that do not overlap, so the overall state on the
late time slice is the direct product of the states |!!k

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 " |!!3 " . . . (5.64)

We have presented a simplified discussion of the created pairs; more technical details can be
found in [2, 5, 6, 7]. For a more accurate description we should use a large number of oscillations
in making each wavepacket (we have used just a few), and then we will have to consider many
wavenumbers in each of the intervals on S± over which the wavepackets extend. But the above
approximate description has all the essence of what we need to understand the entanglement
of quanta.

5.6 The entangled nature of |!!

Consider the state |!!1

|!!1 = C

!

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "b̂†1|0!b1 " ĉ†1|0!c1 +
"2

2
b̂†1b̂

†
1|0!b1 " ĉ†1ĉ

†
1|0!c1 + . . .

"

= C
#

|0!b1 " |0!c1 + "|1!b1 " |1!c1 + "2|2!b1 " |2!c1 + . . .
$

(5.65)

where |n!b1 means that we have n quanta of type b1 in the state etc.
The important feature of this state is that the b1 and c1 excitations are ‘entangled’. To

understand this in more detail, let us take a simple example of an entangled state.

5.7 Entanglement and the idea of ‘mixed states’

Consider two electrons, kept at two di!erent locations, and let each of them have a ‘spin up’
state and a ‘spin down’ state. Then this system can have ‘factored states’ of the form

|!! = |!!1 " |!!2 (5.66)

Examples are

|!! = | #!1 " | $!2

|!! =
1%
2
(| #!1 + | $!1) "

1%
2
(#!2 + | $!2) (5.67)

etc. But we can also have ‘entangled states which cannot be written as a product of the type
(5.66), for example

|!! =
1%
2

(| #!1 " | $!2 + | $!1 " | #!2) (5.68)

Suppose we ask: what is the state of electron 1? For states of type (5.66) we can answer this
question: we ignore the state of electron 2 and just give the answer |!!1. But for states of
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wavelengths. Consider a wavemode with wavelength shorter than the one shown in fig.13.
Then this mode will evolve for a longer time before it su!ers a nonlinear deformation.

This situation in depicted in fig.14. On the initial slice we have drawn two wavemodes of
di!erent wavelengths. The one with the longer wavelength becomes distorted first, and creates
the quanta labeled b1 and c1 on the late time slice. The wavemode with shorter wavelength
evolves for a longer time before becoming distorted, and creates the quanta labeled b2, c2.

Figure 14: On the initial spacelike slice we have depicted two fourier modes: the longer wavelength mode is
drawn with a solid line and the shorter wavelength mode is drawn with a dotted line. The mode with longer
wavelength distorts to a nonuniform shape first, and creates an entangled pairs b1, c1. The mode with shorter
wavelength evolves for some more time before su!ering the same distortion, and then it creates entangled pairs
b2, c2.

The state of the first pair b1, c1 is of the form

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1|0! (5.61)

Here b̂†1 is an operator that creates a quantum in the localized wavepacket depicted as b1 in

fig.14, and similarly ĉ†1 creates the quantum of the wavepacket labeled c1. Because we have
broken up wavemodes into localized wavepackets, we can define a sort of local vacuum |0!b1 in
the region occupied by this mode b1. If we are in this vacuum state then there are no quanta
in this region, if we act with b̂†1 once then we have one quantum with this wavepacket, if we act

with b̂†1b̂
†
1 then we have two quanta of this type, and so on. Doing the same for the modes on

S! we can write the state (5.61) as

|!!1 = Ce!b̂†1ĉ†1 |0!b1 |0!c1 (5.62)
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By contrast, In the black hole each particle pair is produced in a 
place that does not interfere with the earlier pairs

A pair is made at the
horizon,

Then the surface
stretches, moves pair
apart,

Then a new pair is 
made at the horizon ...



Second difference

As the coal radiates, there is less stuff left in the coal

The atom left behind can float out as ash, so all the information goes 
out finally

Nothing can be left behind, because if there is no mass, there is no 
matter possible
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when

Where is the mass inside the black hole ?



The problem is that not only do the quanta B have to form a pure state, they have to
carry the information of the matter Q. This is because in quantum mechanics the evolution
of states is one-to-one and onto, and so di!erent states of the initial matter Q have to give
di!erent states of the final radiation B. In fig.16(b) we have drawn the slices as shown in fig.5,
with Q,B,C indicated. We see that the quanta Q reach small r first, and exist on each slice.
The way we have drawn our slices keeps Q always in a region of low curvature; to achieve this
we have evolved the small r region very little as we move from slice to slice. As the evolution
proceeds the bk and ck quanta start appearing out of the vacuum modes. But these vacuum
modes were localized in the region between the b and c quanta, far away from where Q sits on
the slice. So how can the matter Q transfer its information to the bk? This is the essence of
the information problem.

Note that all the evolution depicted in fig.16(b) has been in a low curvature region, with
slices that are smooth and carrying matter that is always low density. Thus it would appear
that the situation is like the low curvature physics encountered in the solar system, and no
unexpected quantum e!ects can occur. The only unusual thing is that through the course of
the the evolution the slices stretch by a large amount, as discussed in section 4. In conventional
relativity the total stretching from initial to final slice does not matter; quantum gravity e!ects
will not come in as long as the rate of change is small. This fact may not be true in string
theory; for a discussion see [8].

Figure 16: (a) The infalling matter Q and the entangled pairs C, B shown on the spacelike slices in the Penrose
diagram. (b) Q, C, B sit at di!erent locations on the spacelike slices. To catch all three of these on the slices
while staying in a low curvature region we have evolved the small r side less and the large r side more, something
that we are certainly allowed to do in classical gravity.
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Infalling matter
(positive mass)

negative energy
quanta

Hawking radiation
(positive energy)

The black hole vanishes because the 
energy of Q cancels the energy of C, not 
because there was nothing left in there 

Q C

Even as the black hole becomes tiny,
it contains all the information of Q
and all the details of C



The problem is that not only do the quanta B have to form a pure state, they have to
carry the information of the matter Q. This is because in quantum mechanics the evolution
of states is one-to-one and onto, and so di!erent states of the initial matter Q have to give
di!erent states of the final radiation B. In fig.16(b) we have drawn the slices as shown in fig.5,
with Q,B,C indicated. We see that the quanta Q reach small r first, and exist on each slice.
The way we have drawn our slices keeps Q always in a region of low curvature; to achieve this
we have evolved the small r region very little as we move from slice to slice. As the evolution
proceeds the bk and ck quanta start appearing out of the vacuum modes. But these vacuum
modes were localized in the region between the b and c quanta, far away from where Q sits on
the slice. So how can the matter Q transfer its information to the bk? This is the essence of
the information problem.

Note that all the evolution depicted in fig.16(b) has been in a low curvature region, with
slices that are smooth and carrying matter that is always low density. Thus it would appear
that the situation is like the low curvature physics encountered in the solar system, and no
unexpected quantum e!ects can occur. The only unusual thing is that through the course of
the the evolution the slices stretch by a large amount, as discussed in section 4. In conventional
relativity the total stretching from initial to final slice does not matter; quantum gravity e!ects
will not come in as long as the rate of change is small. This fact may not be true in string
theory; for a discussion see [8].

Figure 16: (a) The infalling matter Q and the entangled pairs C, B shown on the spacelike slices in the Penrose
diagram. (b) Q, C, B sit at di!erent locations on the spacelike slices. To catch all three of these on the slices
while staying in a low curvature region we have evolved the small r side less and the large r side more, something
that we are certainly allowed to do in classical gravity.
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The nature of the evolution on spacelike slices looks like this

B and C are entangled

Q does nothing but provide 
the mass needed
to make the geometry

What we need is for B to be a ‘non-entangled’ state 
carrying the information of Q



Essential problem # 1: The state of the Hawking radiation is 
entangled with what is left in the black hole, and when the black 
hole vanishes,  the radiation is not in any ‘pure’ quantum state

Essential problem #2: Even if we manage to dis-entangle
b, c, we would still need the state of b to carry the information of 
Q.  But Q is nowhere near the place where b, c are being created,
so how can this happen?



What are the possibilities allowed by this paradox ?



What happens if we accept this situation, and have these 
b quanta entangled with the c quanta ... ?

(A) We can accept that quantum mechanics is 
violated ... (Hawking 1974). This is bad because 
quantum mechanics works so well in all other 
contexts

(B) REMNANTS:  After the hole becomes very small (planck size), 
quantum gravity effects can stop the process of pair creation

The black hole does not evaporate away,  the information in Q
stays in the hole, and the b quanta stay entangled with the c
quanta in the hole

Q C



Problem with remnants: Since the starting hole can be as big as we 
want, there will have to by an infinite number of remnants with
planck mass

It is unusual for a theory to have an infinite number of states
for a bounded energy and volume

 

Loop amplitude will diverge because of infinitely many
flavors of remnants



(C)  We can find some mechanism to change the 
evolution of field modes by order unity near the 
horizon

How can this happen?

From                    the only length scale is 
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So it would seem that quantum gravity effects must stay
near the singularity
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But a black hole is made of a large number of quanta     ,  so we must
ask if the relevant length scales are         or  
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In this case the black hole would be replaced by a horizon - sized
quantum ‘fuzzball’.

String theory computations suggest that such is the case ...
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Some misconceptions, and summary



Some common misconceptions (in my opinion)

(A) ‘To see if the information comes out we should see if the
spectrum departs from thermality’

(since the remnant can result from an arbitrarily large black hole). Allowing the theory to have
infinitely many states within a bounded spatial region and within a bounded energy range is
unnatural, and creates many problems for the theory. It would therefore seem best if somehow
we could get the black hole to disappear and yet have the quanta bk be left in a pure state. Let
us now discuss what would be needed for this to be possible.

6 Common misconceptions about information loss

We will find it helpful to start by considering several common misconceptions about how infor-
mation can come out of the black hole.

6.1 Is the emitted radiation exactly thermal?

A common argument about Hawking radiation is the following. The above discussed computa-
tions give ‘thermal radiation’, but there could be corrections (from the gravitational backreac-
tion of the created pairs, for example) which generate small deviations from ‘thermality’, and
these deviations can encode the information that should escape from the hole.

Figure 15: The planck distribution; small deviations from this distributions are indicated by the dotted curve.

The problem here is the word ‘thermal’. What is thermal radiation? One might think that
‘thermal’ means the spectrum of radiation should be plankian; this spectrum is depicted by
the solid curve in fig.15. Small deviations from this spectrum are shown by the dotted curve in
fig.15. Can such a change in spectrum bring out information from the black hole? We will now
see that the shape of the spectrum itself does not have much to do with whether the information
comes out.

For one thing, the spectrum of the semiclassical radiation from the black hole is not of
the planck shape; the spectrum is modified by greybody factors. This is a general feature
of radiation from any warm body – there is a modification to the spectrum if the emitted
wavelength is comparable to the size of the body. For black holes, this wavelength is ! GM ,
which is the same order as the black hole size r ! 2GM . Thus the spectrum is not planckian
anyway.

A more correct definition of ‘thermal’ radiation is that if the body has an absorption cross
section !(k) for quanta of a certain wavenumber, then the emission rate for the same wavenum-
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This is incorrect.  Black hole
radiation has ‘grey body factors
anyway, so it is not planckian

The problem is the entangled nature of the state. We can make it very 
entangled and still make the 1-point function exactly planckian



(B) The `Transplankian problem’:   Hawking radiation arises from
modes that were very high frequency in the past. Can we trust 
their evolution? Maybe they carry information after all ...

Figure 13: A fourier mode on the initial spacelike surface is evolved to later spacelike surfaces. In the initial
part of the evolution the wavelength increases but there is no significant distortion of the general shape of the
mode. At this stage the initial vacuum state is still a vacuum state. Further evolution leads to a distorted
waveform, which results in particle creation.

this is the crucial result for the physics of information, so we will now spend some time in
understanding it.

5.5 The nature of the created pairs

Consider again fig.13. On the initial surface the wavemode had a very short wavelength. On
later time surfaces the wavelength has been stretched to a longer one, though there is no particle
production because the stretching is almost uniform over the oscillations under consideration.
The wavelength keeps getting longer as we go to later time slices, till the deformation becomes
non-uniform and particles are created. But there is only one length scale in the geometry
– the scale GM – and one can see easily that when particles are produced the wavelength
of the mode has become ! GM . At this point the wavemode has also moved to distances
! GM from the horizon, and further deformation stops. Thus the wavelength of the produced
quanta is ! GM . These are the Hawking radiation quanta, so we see that this radiation has a
temperature ! !!1 ! 1

GM . The exact temperature is [2]

T =
1

8"GM
(5.60)

So the wavemode ends its evolution with a wavelength ! GM , but what was its wavelength
on the initial slice that we had drawn? On this initial slice there are modes of all possible
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b

c

This is incorrect. We can
argue in the following 
steps:

(A) Look at the mode when
it is still << M, but when we
know the physics, say ~ fermi

wavelength ~ fermi

(B) Spacetime is vacuum
at the horizon. We assume
the vacuum is unique. Then
we know the physics of
fermi scale modes



(C) There are two possibilities:

       (i) The mode is not in the vacuum state. Then there
           will be particles giving nuclear mass density at
           the horizon, which contradicts the traditional
           black hole picture.

       (ii) The mode is in the vacuum state. In that case
            it will evolve as noted before into entangled pairs



SUMMARY

 ‘Small’ quantum gravity effects CANNOT encode the information in 
subtle correlations in the Hawking radiation quanta. 

Figure 13: A fourier mode on the initial spacelike surface is evolved to later spacelike surfaces. In the initial
part of the evolution the wavelength increases but there is no significant distortion of the general shape of the
mode. At this stage the initial vacuum state is still a vacuum state. Further evolution leads to a distorted
waveform, which results in particle creation.

this is the crucial result for the physics of information, so we will now spend some time in
understanding it.

5.5 The nature of the created pairs

Consider again fig.13. On the initial surface the wavemode had a very short wavelength. On
later time surfaces the wavelength has been stretched to a longer one, though there is no particle
production because the stretching is almost uniform over the oscillations under consideration.
The wavelength keeps getting longer as we go to later time slices, till the deformation becomes
non-uniform and particles are created. But there is only one length scale in the geometry
– the scale GM – and one can see easily that when particles are produced the wavelength
of the mode has become ! GM . At this point the wavemode has also moved to distances
! GM from the horizon, and further deformation stops. Thus the wavelength of the produced
quanta is ! GM . These are the Hawking radiation quanta, so we see that this radiation has a
temperature ! !!1 ! 1

GM . The exact temperature is [2]

T =
1

8"GM
(5.60)

So the wavemode ends its evolution with a wavelength ! GM , but what was its wavelength
on the initial slice that we had drawn? On this initial slice there are modes of all possible
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We need to alter this
evolution completely

But this is evolution of
wavelength ~M modes
on smooth vacuum 
spacetime

So how can we change
it so much ??
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Mathematical statement of information paradox:

In the classical black hole solution, the state at the horizon is
the vacuum 
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This state evolves to give entangled pairs, we get information loss

We need quantum effects to change this state at the horizon

such that

The paradox is that all such attempts failed, quantum corrections 
always turned out to give


